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ackground & Aims: Some patients with diarrhea-pre-
ominant irritable bowel syndrome (IBS-D) may have
ndiagnosed celiac sprue (CS). Because the symptoms
f CS respond to a gluten-free diet, testing for CS in IBS
ay prevent years of morbidity and attendant expense.
e sought to determine whether this might be a cost-
ffective diagnostic strategy in IBS-D. Methods: We used
ecision analysis to calculate the cost-effectiveness of 2
ompeting strategies in IBS-D: (1) start empirical IBS
reatment and (2) perform serologic test for CS followed
y endoscopic biopsy for positive tests. The base-case
ohort had a CS prevalence of 3.4%, which was varied
etween 0% and 100% in sensitivity analysis. The out-
ome measure was cost per symptomatic improvement.
esults: Under base-case conditions, testing for CS in-
tead of starting empiric IBS therapy cost an incremen-
al $11,000 to achieve one additional symptomatic im-
rovement. Testing for CS became the dominant
trategy when the prevalence of CS exceeded 8%, the
pecificity of CS testing exceeded 98%, or the cost of IBS
herapy exceeded $130/month. The incremental cost-
ffectiveness of testing for CS exceeded $50,000 when
he prevalence fell below 1%. Conclusions: Testing for
S in patients with IBS-D has an acceptable cost when
he prevalence of CS is above 1% and is the dominant
trategy when the prevalence exceeds 8%. The decision
o test should be based on a consideration of the pop-
lation prevalence of underlying CS, the operating char-
cteristics of the screening test employed, and the cost
f proposed therapy for IBS.

ost patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)
have no detectable organic disease to account for

heir symptoms.1,2 The symptom-based Rome criteria3

or the diagnosis of IBS reliably exclude organic disease
nd have a positive predictive value of 98%.4 Nonethe-
ess, many clinicians remain unsettled by the prospect of
verlooking alternative treatable diagnoses and instead
erform a series of diagnostic tests that rarely alters the
linical impression.1,2,5 This practice is supported by
urrent professional society guidelines that recommend
erforming a limited battery of tests to exclude common
rganic diseases masquerading as IBS.6,7 For example,
he American Gastroenterological Association (AGA)
uggests performing a serum chemistry panel, complete
lood count, stool examination for ova and parasites,
ecal occult blood test, erythrocyte sedimentation rate,
nd albumin level in patients with suspected IBS.7 In
ontrast, a recent systematic review of the literature
oncluded that there is insufficient evidence to support
ny of these diagnostic tests in the diagnosis of IBS.8

ecause the pursuit of intermingled conditions is usually
ruitless and expensive, the practice has been ques-
ioned.5

Testing for underlying celiac sprue (CS) may be an
xception. Data indicate that up to 75% of patients with
S present with symptoms suggestive of IBS, including

ecurrent abdominal discomfort, bloating, or diarrhea in
he absence of alarming symptoms and signs.9 Because
he symptoms of CS often respond to a gluten-free
iet—a relatively inexpensive albeit burdensome treat-
ent—testing for CS early in the management of diar-

hea-predominant irritable bowel syndrome (IBS-D) may
e cost-effective on the basis of preventing years of
orbidity and attendant expense. Noninvasive serologic

ests are available for diagnosing CS with a high degree
f sensitivity and specificity. For example, the IgA anti-
ndomysial antibody (anti-EMA) and IgA antitissue
ransglutaminase antibody (anti-TTG) are reported to be
p to 98% sensitive and 100% specific for CS.10 Recent
pidemiologic data indicate that CS is more prevalent in
he United States than previously reported.11 A series of

Abbreviations used in this paper: CS, celiac sprue; IBS-C, constipa-
ion-predominant irritable bowel syndrome; IBS-D, diarrhea-predomi-
ant irritable bowel sydrome.
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ver 4000 asymptomatic subjects screened for CS found
prevalence of 1:133.11 Moreover, data indicate that CS
ay be even more prevalent in patients with suspected

BS-D, as evidenced by a case-control study revealing
hat patients fulfilling the Rome II criteria are 7 times
ore likely to have histologically confirmed CS than
atched controls.12 Taken together, these data suggest

hat a “test and treat” strategy for CS in patients with
BS-D may be worthwhile.

The potential cost-effectiveness of testing for CS will
ikely depend on several epidemiologic variables, includ-
ng the prevalence of underlying sprue in the target
opulation of IBS-D (which will vary with patient de-
ographic characteristics) and the sensitivity and speci-

city of CS diagnostic tests in IBS-D. The optimal
iagnostic strategy will also vary in lockstep with pro-
ider behavior characteristics, including the proportion
f clinicians that remember to test for CS in patients
ith persistently symptomatic IBS-D, the diagnostic
elay time that elapses before testing ultimately occurs,
nd the cost and effectiveness of treatments selected for
BS. In light of the uncertainty surrounding the role of
S testing in IBS-D, we sought to determine whether
nd under what circumstances this might be a cost-
ffective diagnostic strategy in IBS-D. We therefore per-
ormed an economic analysis to estimate the cost-effec-
iveness of CS testing vs. empiric IBS therapy in the
anagement of patients with Rome II-positive IBS-D

ymptoms. We performed the analysis from a third party
ayer perspective over a 10-year time horizon and based
he analysis on a study hypothesis that empiric IBS
herapy is more cost-effective than CS testing. We there-
ore systematically biased our model in favor of empiric
BS therapy and placed the burden of proof for cost-
ffectiveness on CS testing.

Materials and Methods
Decision Model Framework

Decision analysis is a quantitative method for estimat-
ng the financial costs and clinical outcomes of alternative
trategies under conditions of uncertainty.13 Using decision
nalysis software (DATA 4.0, TreeAge Software, Inc., Wil-
iamstown MA), we evaluated 2 strategies for the management
f a hypothetical cohort of patients fulfilling the Rome II
riteria for IBS-D. Patients with a history of gastrointestinal
larm symptoms (i.e., gastrointestinal bleeding, dysphagia,
eight loss) or alarm signs (i.e., iron-deficiency anemia, occult
lood positive stools) were not included in the analysis. We
ssumed that all patients entered the hypothetic model after
emonstrating a normal serum chemistry panel, complete
lood count, stool examination for ova and parasites, thyroid
timulating hormone level, erythrocyte sedimentation rate,
nd structural evaluation of the colon. We therefore limited
ur analysis to IBS patients without evidence of alternative
rganic diagnoses. On entering the model, patients either
eceived empirical IBS therapy or underwent initial diagnostic
esting for CS, as described below.

Figure 1 depicts a truncated version of the decision tree,
hich is designed to reflect the imperfections of diagnostic

esting and the prevalence of underlying disease states in the
ypothetical cohort. This Bayesian approach incorporates both
he prevalence of underlying CS and the characteristics of the
iagnostic tests (i.e., sensitivity and specificity). The initial
ecision between empirical IBS treatment and testing for CS is
epicted by a square “decision node.” In each strategy the
atient has a probability of underlying IBS and a probability of
nderlying CS, which is governed by a circular “chance node.”
here are 2 possible results from empirical therapy: (1) IBS

herapy is appropriately prescribed for underlying IBS, or (2)
BS therapy is inappropriately prescribed for underlying CS
i.e., missed diagnosis of CS). There are 4 possible results from
S testing: (1) IBS therapy is appropriately prescribed on a

imely basis for underlying IBS as a result of a true negative
iagnostic test, (2) IBS therapy is inappropriately delayed for
nderlying IBS as a result of a false positive diagnostic test
eading to additional confirmatory testing (i.e., endoscopy
ith mucosal biopsy reveals no CS despite positive diagnostic

est), (3) gluten-free diet is appropriately prescribed for un-
erlying CS as a result of a true positive diagnostic test, or (4)
BS therapy is inappropriately prescribed for underlying CS as
result of a false-negative diagnostic test (i.e., missed diagno-

is of CS).

igure 1. Truncated decision model. The base-case patient fulfills the
ome II criteria for irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and has no alarming
astrointestinal symptoms or signs. The square node denotes a
ecision point at which the clinician may either treat with empirical
herapy for presumed IBS or test for celiac sprue (CS). Circular nodes
enote chance points that are governed by probabilities. The Bayes-
an tree accounts for the prevalence of underlying IBS (p) and CS
1-p), along with the sensitivity and specificity of diagnostic tests for
S. See text for details about individual strategies and for assump-
ions about downstream costs and effects (not represented in the
igure).
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June 2004 TESTING FOR CELIAC SPRUE IN IBS 1723
We based our assumptions about patient and physician
ehavior on patient-centered outcomes rather than surrogate
nd points such as histologic abnormalities or mucosal healing
ates. To capture the full range of downstream costs generated
y each strategy, we included the ongoing cost of care associ-
ted with IBS and CS, including physician follow-up visits,
reatment costs, and laboratory costs (see Cost Estimates sec-
ion below), along with the probability of developing recurrent
ymptoms over the course of the 10-year model time horizon.

Competing Management Strategies

Empirical therapy. In this strategy, patients with
ome II–positive IBS-D were not tested for the presence of CS

nd instead began empiric treatment for presumed IBS. Be-
ause the objective of our analysis was to test the cost-effec-
iveness of CS testing alone rather than to test specific available
herapies for IBS, we assumed that patients in this strategy
eceived a generic standard therapy for IBS in lieu of a specific
amed treatment (i.e., antidiarrheals, antidepressants, tegas-
rod, dynamic psychotherapy, fiber, and others). To model the
pectrum of available therapies for IBS, we performed sensi-
ivity analysis over a wide range of cost and effectiveness
stimates derived from a systematic review of the medical
iterature (see below). Patients rendered asymptomatic with
eneric IBS therapy were followed clinically, and those with
ersistent or relapsing symptoms despite IBS therapy received
urther treatment for IBS. The clinical probability estimates
overning this strategy are described in the Model Assump-
ions section below.

CS testing. All patients in this strategy received an
nitial serologic diagnostic test for CS. Because the objective of
ur analysis was to investigate the cost-effectiveness of CS
esting in general rather than to test specific screening tests, we
ssumed that patients in this strategy received a generic diag-
ostic test in lieu of a specific named test (i.e., anti-gliadin
ntibody, anti-EMA antibody, anti-TTG antibody). To model
he spectrum of available diagnostic test for CS, we performed
ensitivity analysis over a wide range of sensitivity, specificity,
nd cost estimates (see below). All patients with positive tests
ubsequently received a confirmatory upper endoscopy with
mall-bowel biopsy. We assumed that patients with a normal
mall-bowel biopsy had a false positive diagnostic test and
nderlying IBS, and those with an abnormal small-bowel
iopsy (i.e., villous atrophy) had a true positive diagnostic test
nd underlying CS. We further assumed that a subset of
atients had “latent” or “potential” CS (i.e., had the genetic
usceptibility and symptoms of CS but a normal small bowel
iopsy) that was undetectable by serologic testing (see Model
ssumptions section below). Patients with histologically doc-
mented CS were prescribed a gluten-free diet. Noncompli-
nce with the gluten-free diet was modeled using intention-
o-treat analysis, as described below. Patients with
ymptomatic improvement remained on the gluten-free diet
or the remainder of the analysis, and those with persistent
ymptoms were referred for second-line therapy. The clinical
robability estimates governing this strategy are described in
he Model Assumptions section below.

Data Sources

Our model incorporated 13 probability estimates de-
ived from a systematic review of the medical literature (Table
). We performed a structured search of published reports from
he MEDLINE bibliographic database along with a CD-ROM-
ssisted (Digestive Disease Week Abstracts-on-Disc; AGA,
ethesda, MD) review of published abstracts to identify rele-
ant English language publications from January 1980 to
eptember 2003. When there was a range of data, we chose
stimates that would tend to favor the empiric IBS therapy
trategy and therefore biased the model against CS testing.

Model Assumptions

To systematically bias our analysis in favor of the
mpiric IBS therapy, we designed our model to support a study
ypothesis that it is not cost-effective to test for CS in IBS-D.
his “best case” model for empiric therapy was based on the

ollowing explicitly biased assumptions.
Assumptions regarding prevalence of CS in IBS.

ur review identified 6 studies evaluating the prevalence of CS
n patients with IBS symptoms (Table 2).11,12,14–17 These
tudies vary in terms of their baseline patient population,
ountry of origin, definition of IBS, and serologic testing used.
one of the studies present results stratified by IBS subtype

i.e., diarrhea vs. constipation-predominant IBS). It is therefore
ifficult to determine whether the prevalence rates vary by
ubgroup. However, in the absence of stratified data there is a
riori reason to believe that the prevalence of CS is highest in
atients with IBS-D. For purposes of this analysis we therefore
pplied these data to IBS-D.

The mean prevalence of CS weighted by sample size among
he 5 studies was 3.4%. The prevalence of CS in studies that
elied on validated symptom criteria was 4.5%,12,15–17 and the
revalence in studies conducted in nonuniversity primary care
ettings was 4.5%.14–17 To bias the model against the testing
trategy, we adopted the overall weighted mean of 3.4%
rather than the higher subgroup means) as our base-case point
stimate. Of note, the large sample size of the series by Fasano
t al.11 anchors this base-case estimate to a large degree.
owever, the study by Fasano et al.11 was not designed to

valuate the prevalence of CS in patients with IBS but instead
resented data stratified by symptom type. The prevalence of
S in the subset of patients with “IBS-like” symptoms was
.27%—a value below our base-case estimate of 3.4%. There-
ore, if we removed these data from our base-case estimate
alculation, the prevalence estimate would swell to 3.9%. We
ave therefore explicitly included the data from Fasano et al.11

o help depress the base-case estimate of underlying CS. By
inimizing the prevalence of CS in the hypothetic patient

opulation with IBS symptoms, we explicitly minimized the
otential effectiveness of testing for CS in IBS. However,
ecause the prevalence of CS varies greatly in different patient
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1724 SPIEGEL ET AL. GASTROENTEROLOGY Vol. 126, No. 7
opulations, we varied the estimate over a wide range in
ensitivity analysis to determine the prevalence threshold at
hich CS testing might become the dominant strategy (i.e.,
ore effective and less expensive than empirical IBS therapy).

Assumptions regarding CS diagnostic tests in
BS. There are several available serologic tests for CS, includ-
ng the anti-gliadin IgA antibody, anti-EMA IgA antibody,
nd anti-TTG IgA antibody.10 Because the anti-gliadin anti-
ody is only moderately sensitive and far less specific than
nti-EMA or anti-TTG,10 it has progressively fallen out of
avor in testing for CS. We therefore limited our analysis to
nti-EMA and anti-TTG antibodies. The sensitivity and spec-
ficity of anti-EMA ranges between 85%–98% and 97%–
00%, respectively.10 Similarly, the sensitivity and specificity
f anti-TTG ranges between 95%–98% and 94%–95%, re-
pectively.10 To bias the model against the testing strategy, we
elected the low values from these ranges and adopted a
ensitivity of 85% and specificity of 94% as the base-case
stimates for our modeled generic diagnostic test. We then
aried each estimate between 50% and 100% in sensitivity
nalysis.

These estimates are confounded by recent data indicating
hat up to one third of patients with IBS may have underlying
latent” or “potential” CS (i.e., have the genetic susceptibility
nd symptoms of CS but a normal small bowel biopsy) and
hat this subgroup may derive symptomatic benefit from a
luten-free diet.18 However, these patients may only be diag-
osed by sampling the duodenal aspirate for intestinal (rather
han serum) anti-EMA and anti-TTG,18 thereby questioning
he role of serologic testing in IBS. In one recent series of 102

able 1. Base-Case Clinical Probability Estimates

Variable Base-Case Estim

revalence of underlying CS in hypothetical
cohort with Rome-positive IBS symptoms

3.4%

ensitivity of serologic test for CS 85%
pecificity of serologic test for CS 94%
robability that CS is latent/potential 35%
robability that CS is associated with IgA
deficiency

5%

robability of compliance with gluten-free diet 50%
robability that gluten-free diet improves CS
bowel symptoms

70%

robability of initial symptomatic
improvement with generic IBS therapy

75%

robability of recurrent symptoms following
initial symptomatic improvement with
generic IBS therapy

50%

roportion of physicians who test for CS
following failure with IBS therapy

25%

ean diagnostic delay time between failed
IBS therapy and testing for CS

6 months

requency of physician visits for ongoing IBS
symptoms

Every 3 mont

requency of physician visits for resolved IBS
symptoms

Once yearly
atients with IBS symptoms, 35% had latent or potential CS,
f whom none tested positive with anti-EMA or anti-TTG
erologies.18 In addition, data suggest that 5% of CS patients
ave concurrent IgA deficiency, thereby rendering serologic
creening with IgA antibodies ineffective (unless total IgA is
oncurrently measured).10 In light of these data, we incorpo-
ated the following 4 assumptions to bias heavily the model
gainst CS testing: (1) 35% of the hypothetical cohort had
nderlying latent or potential CS, as reported by Wahnschaffe
t al.18; (2) 5% of the cohort had underlying IgA deficiency; (3)
linicians did not measure total IgA along with anti-IgA sprue
iters; and (4) the sensitivity and specificity of serologic testing
n latent CS, potential CS, and CS with IgA deficiency were
%, thereby rendering serologic testing entirely ineffective in
0% of patients with CS. Because these estimates are based on
imited data and are unlikely to be consistently reproduced in
arying patient populations, we varied each over a wide range
n sensitivity analysis.

Assumptions regarding gluten-free diet in sprue.
etween 70% and 80% of CS patients who are compliant with
gluten-free diet achieve symptomatic improvement.10,19

owever, data suggest that only 50%–80% of CS patients are
ompliant with their dietary restrictions.10 To incorporate
ntention-to-treat analysis, we assumed that noncompliant pa-
ients achieved no symptomatic improvement. We further
ssumed that 70% of compliant patients achieved sympto-
atic remission and that only 50% of CS patients were com-

liant. We then varied each estimate between 0% and 100%
n sensitivity analysis.

Range in
literature

Range tested in
sensitivity analysis References

0%–11.4% 0%–100% 11,12,14–17

85%–98% 50%–100% 10
94%–100% 50%–100% 10
No range 0%–50% 18
2%–10% 0%–20% 10

50%–80% 30%–90% 10
70%–80% 50%–90% 10,19

35%–75% 50%–90% 20

No range 30%–90% 21

No range 10%–90% Assumption

12 months 1–120 months 9

No range Every 1–12
months

Assumption

No range Once yearly to
once every 3 years

Assumption
ate

hs
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Assumptions regarding IBS therapy. There is a
ide spectrum of available therapies for IBS. A recent system-

tic review revealed that most of the data supporting therapies
n IBS are limited by methodologic shortcomings, including
nadequate sample size, inadequate case-finding definitions for
BS, inadequate follow-up periods, inadequate control groups,
nd heterogeneous outcome measures.20 Moreover, with the
xception of alosetron and tegeserod, no therapy has demon-
trated significant improvement in global IBS symptoms vs.
lacebo, and placebo itself may provide benefits in up over
0% of IBS patients.20 Despite these indicting data, we none-
heless assumed that standard IBS therapy provided an initial
herapeutic benefit in 75% of patients with IBS-D (based on
ata from highly effective IBS therapies such as alosetron) and
odeled the cost of therapy to be only $45 per month. This

ase-case estimate is similar to the monthly cost of less effec-
ive, although inexpensive, therapies such as loperamide, fiber
upplements, or antispasmotics and is only one fourth the cost
f therapies proven effective such as alosetron. By adopting
stimates that maximized effectiveness and minimized costs
or IBS therapy, we further biased the model against the CS
esting strategy. To model the wide range of available thera-
ies, we varied the effectiveness of IBS therapy between 50%
nd 90% and the monthly cost between $10 and $300 in
ensitivity analysis.

able 2. Studies Evaluating the Prevalence of Celiac Sprue in
Syndrome

Study (yr) Country
Clinic
type

IBS
symptoms

asano et al.
(2003)11

US University
clinic

Not stateda N

in et al. (1999)14 UK Primary
care

Not stated H

olt et al. (2001)15 UK Primary
care

Rome I N

anders et al.
(2001)12

UK University
clinic

Rome II H

anders et al.
(2003)16

UK Primary
care

Rome II H

hahbazkhani et al.
(2003)17

Iran Primary
care

Rome II H

&P, history and physical examination; UK, United Kingdom; US, Un
Includes patients with chronic diarrhea, abdominal pain, or constipa
There are limited data regarding the incidence of recurrent
ymptoms following initial symptom improvement in IBS.
ata from patients receiving tegeserod reveal that up to 85%
evelop symptomatic recurrence after discontinuing a success-
ul therapeutic course, of whom 80% achieve symptomatic
emission following a second therapeutic course.21 Although
hese data apply to patients with constipation-predominant
BS (IBS-C), we adopted these favorable results to our hypo-
hetic cohort of IBD-D patients. To bias the model against CS
esting, we further assumed that only 50% (instead of 85%) of
BS-D patients developed symptomatic recurrence following
uccessful therapy and adopted the tegaserod data of 80%
emission following a second therapeutic course. These esti-
ates regarding the natural history of IBS and response to

equential therapeutic courses are highly favorable for empiric
BS therapy and therefore biased the model against the CS
esting strategy. Figure 2 displays the Markov state diagram
overning patient transitions between symptom improvement
nd remission over the model time horizon.

Assumptions regarding provider behavior. The
ctions and inactions of health care providers are likely to
nfluence the cost-effectiveness of competing strategies in IBS
nd CS. A critical variable is the proportion of clinicians who
ursue a diagnosis of CS in patients with persistent IBS-D
espite empiric therapy. Survey data in the United States

horts With Symptoms Suggestive of Irritable Bowel

inical
luation

Serologic
diagnostic
test for CS

CS confirmed
histologically? Prevalence of CS

tated Anti-gliadin
Anti-EMA
Anti-TTG

Yes 3.27% (166/5073)

CBC Anti-EMA Yes 0.0% (0/132)

tated Anti-EMA No 0.7% (1/138)

CBC,
, ESR,
mistry
el, TSH,
ctural
n
luation

Anti-gliadin
Anti-EMA

Yes 4.7% (14/300)

Anti-gliadin
Anti-EMA

Yes 3.3% (4/123)

CBC,
ctrolytes,
, Stool

dies,
,
ctural
n
luation

Anti-gliadin
Anti-EMA

Yes 11.4% (12/105)

tates; CBC, complete blood count; U/A, urinanalysis.
Co

Cl
eva

ot s

&P,

ot s

&P,
CRP
che
pan
stru
colo
eva

&P

&P,
ele
U/A
stu
TSH
stru
colo
eva

ited S
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ndicate that the median time to diagnosis in CS patients is 12
onths9 and that over 20% of patients have symptoms for 10

ears before diagnostic testing is performed.9 However, the
rue denominator of undiagnosed CS is unknown, and evolving
pidemiologic data from both Europe and the United States
ndicate that most CS patients probably remain undiag-
osed.11,22–24 These data suggest that most clinicians do not
outinely test for CS in patients with long-standing IBS-D
ymptoms, much less in CS patients with overt symptoms of
teatorrhea or wasting. Nonetheless, to bias the model against
he testing strategy, we assumed that 1 in 4 providers in the
mpiric therapy strategy had the insight eventually to test for
S in patients with persistent IBS-D symptoms (an estimate

hat is likely much higher than current community practice).
e further assumed that the diagnostic delay was only 6
onths (rather than 12 months). These assumptions improved

he effectiveness and reduced the cost of empiric IBS therapy
y ensuring that a subset of patients ultimately received the
roper diagnosis despite failing to receive up-front CS testing.

igure 2. Two-Stage Markov Diagram of Cohort with Rome-positive
BS. During each 1-month cycle, individual patients either remain in
heir assigned health state (recursive arrows) or progress to a new
ealth state (straight arrows). Patients entered the Markov cycle after
chieving symptomatic improvement with therapy and subsequently
ither remained in remission or developed recurrent symptoms. The
ase-case time horizon included 120 cycles (10 years).

able 3. Cost Estimates

Variable

ost of initial general medicine office visit
ost of follow-up general medicine office visit
ost of generic screening test for CS
ost of diagnostic upper endoscopy for positive CS test
Endoscopist’s consultation fee
Endoscopist’s procedure fee
Facility fee
Biopsy interpretation fee

otal cost
ost of inpatient admission of ulcer perforation from upper endoscop

of perforation � 0.03%):
Medicare DRG for bowel perforation
Cost of emergency room fee
Initial surgical consultation
Surgeon’s fee
Anesthesiologist’s fee
Surgeon’s follow-up visit

otal cost
ost per month of generic IBS therapy (see text for details)

OTE. Costs obtained from the 2002 American Medical Association Cu

nd the 2002 Red Book of Average Wholesale Drug Prices.
Outcomes

The health-economic outcome most relevant to pa-
ients with IBS is unknown. Although guidelines on economic
nalyses suggest that quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) are
he most appropriate unit for cost-effectiveness analysis,25

thers contend that global symptom relief most closely mirrors
linical reality for patients with IBS.26 In the absence of
alidated utilities for IBS (which precludes the calculation of
ALYs), the main outcome measure was the proportion of
atients with symptomatic improvement at the end of the
ime horizon. Our analysis reports the incremental cost per
dditional symptomatic improvement between the competing
trategies.

Time Horizon

Because IBS is a chronic condition that follows a
ynamic path of symptom exacerbations and remissions, we
dopted a base-case time horizon of 10 years. Throughout the
0-year period, patients cycled between symptomatic health
tates on a monthly basis as displayed in Figure 2. We varied
he time horizon between 6 months and 20 years in sensitivity
nalysis.

Cost Estimates

We conducted our analysis from the perspective of a
hird-party payer, considering only direct health care costs
Table 3). We obtained costs for physician services from the
003 American Medical Association Current Procedural Ter-
inology codebook and the 2003 Medicare Fee Schedule and

erived our base-case pharmaceutical costs from the average
holesale prices (AWP) listed in the Red Book.27 Our base-

ase analysis discounted cost and effectiveness at 3% as rec-

Base-case cost estimate ($) Range tested ($)

99 25–150
52 25–150
80 20–150

160
231
433
150
974 400–1500

obability

13,531
168
97

710
299

53/day � 10 follow-up days
15,335 5000–20,000

45 10–300

Procedural Terminology codebook, the 2002 Medicare Fee Schedule,
y (pr

rrent
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mmended by the National Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in
ealth and Medicine.25

Sensitivity Analyses: Base-Case Sensitivity
Analysis

Table 1 lists our base-case probability estimates with
he plausible range of values for each estimate. To test the
nfluence of all variables on the model results, we performed a

ultivariable sensitivity (“tornado analysis”) to rank order the
ost influential variables.28 We then performed 1-way sensi-

ivity analyses on the most influential variables and report the
hreshold values at which CS testing became dominant (i.e.,
ecame more effective and less expensive than empiric IBS
herapy).

Whereas 1-way sensitivity analyses provide information re-
arding the robustness of a model, they are inadequate to
imulate real-world conditions. To acknowledge the reality
hat each individual carries a unique composition of clinical
robabilities, we conducted a probabilistic (Monte Carlo) sim-
lation under the assumption that all variables were triangular
n distribution.28 The triangular distribution assumes that a
arameter’s base-case value is most likely to occur and that the
inimum and maximum values are least likely to occur. The

robability of observing a value between the base-case and
xtreme value is linearly interpolated. We evaluated 1000
rials through this simulation and report the median, 2.5, and
7.5 percentile values of the incremental cost-effectiveness
atio (ICER) between the competing strategies. Because dif-
erent third-party payers have different willingness-to-pay
hresholds, we also report the percentage of trials falling below

able 4. Base-Case Results

Strategy Costa Effectivenessb
Incremental cost/

effectivenessc

mpiric IBS therapy $4023 .509 —
S Testing $4100 .516 $11,000

Average cost per patient.
Measured as proportion of cohort with symptomatic improvement at
he end of 10-year time horizon.
Cost per additional symptomatic improvement.

able 5. Results of 1-way Sensitivity Analyses

Variable
Base-case
estimate Thre

revalence of underlying CS in patients
with Rome-positive IBS

3.4% 8

pecificity of CS test 85% 9

robability that gluten-free diet
improves symptoms of CS

70% 9

ost per month of IBS therapy $45 $1

OTE. The listed thresholds are the values at which the CS testing stra

han the empiric IBS therapy strategy).
ICER thresholds: $100,000, $50,000, and $20,000 per
dditional symptomatic improvement.

Results
Table 4 displays the results of the analysis. Under

ase-case conditions (assuming a 3% discount rate), the
mpiric IBS therapy strategy cost $4023 per average
atient treated and resulted in 50.9% of the cohort
chieving symptomatic remission at the end of 10 years.
he CS testing strategy cost $4100 per average patient

reated and resulted in 51.6% of the cohort achieving
ymptomatic remission at the end of 10 years. Therefore,
esting for CS instead of starting empiric IBS therapy
ost an incremental $11,000 to achieve 1 additional
ymptomatic improvement.

Multivariable sensitivity analysis of all parameters re-
ealed that the model was sensitive to the following
ariables, in descending order of influence: prevalence of
nderlying CS, specificity of diagnostic test for CS, prob-
bility that gluten-free diet improves the symptoms of
S, and the cost of IBS therapy. Table 5 displays the

esults of 1-way sensitivity analysis for each of these
arameters and lists the thresholds at which the CS
esting strategy became dominant. The remaining prob-
bility estimates did not impact the model when varied
ver a wide range.

Figure 3 displays the results of 1000 trials through a
robabilistic Monte Carlo simulation. The median ICER
f these trials was $12,983 per additional symptomatic
mprovement (the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles �

$32,520, $41,031, respectively). The percentage of
rials beneath the $20,000, $50,000, and $100,000
illingness-to-pay thresholds were 78.0%, 89.1%, and
4.7%, respectively. For example, if a third-party payer
ere willing to pay $50,000 per symptomatic improve-
ent for CS testing, 89.1% of the patients in this

imulation would fall within the budget.

Comment

If greater than threshold, then CS testing strategy becomes
dominant

If greater than threshold, then CS testing strategy becomes
dominant

If greater than threshold, then CS testing strategy becomes
dominant

If greater than threshold, then CS testing strategy becomes
dominant

becomes dominant (i.e., becomes more effective and less expensive
shold

%

8%

5%

35

tegy
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Discussion
This analysis indicates that testing for CS may be

ost-effective vs. empiric IBS therapy in most patients
ith diarrhea-predominant IBS. Specifically, in a hypo-

hetical IBS-D cohort with a CS prevalence of 3.4%, our
nalysis reveals that CS testing instead of empirical ther-
py costs an additional $11,000 to provide one addi-
ional symptomatic improvement—an incremental cost
hat compares favorably with commonly accepted med-
cal interventions. Moreover, CS testing is likely to be
ost-effective across a wide range of health care budgets
rom the most conservative to the most liberal (Figure 3).
hese findings emerge despite constructing a model that

s explicitly biased in favor of empirical IBS therapy. If
ur analysis were not designed to reflect a “best case”
cenario for empirical therapy, the incremental cost-
ffectiveness of the CS testing strategy would be even
ower.

Because the cost-effectiveness of CS testing in IBS-D
epends on the prevalence of underlying CS, the optimal
trategy will vary among different populations. The de-
ision to test may depend on the patients’ ethnicity (i.e.,
orthern European), medical history (i.e., insulin-depen-

igure 3. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis using 1000 trials. This
nalysis simultaneously varies all parameters over the full range of
lausible values. Each point represents the incremental cost effec-
iveness ratio (ICER) generated by one trial through the simulation.
he bold line delineates the median ICER of $12,000 per additional
ymptomatic improvement and, by definition, 50% of the trials fall on
ither side of the line. The remaining 3 diagonal lines represent
illingness-to-pay (WTP) thresholds. Points below and to the right of
ach line represent trials that generated an ICER below the specified
hreshold. For example, if a third-party payer were willing to pay
50,000 per additional symptomatic improvement for CS screening,
hen 89.1% of the patients in this simulation would fall within the
udget.
ent diabetes, inflammatory arthritis), clinical syndromes
i.e., osteoporosis, unexplained infertility), and family
istory of CS. Figure 4 represents a 1-way sensitivity
nalysis comparing the incremental cost of CS-testing
ith the underlying prevalence of CS. These results may

erve as a nomogram to help clinicians in selecting the
ost cost-effective strategy for their own IBS population.

or example, clinicians caring for a predominantly
frican-American IBS population with a low (�1%)
revalence of underlying CS might consider using em-
iric IBS therapy instead of testing for CS (incremental
ost �$100,000). In contrast, clinicians caring for a
redominantly Northern European IBS population with
high (�1%) prevalence of underlying CS might con-

ider initial CS testing instead of empirical IBS therapy.
ur analysis indicates that testing for CS becomes more

ffective at a lower cost than empiric therapy when the
revalence of CS exceeds 8%. Moreover, the incremental
ost of CS testing remains under $50,000 (a commonly
ccepted threshold for “cost-effective”29) for all popula-
ions with a prevalence above 1%. In short, CS testing is
ssociated with an acceptable incremental cost in all
opulations with a prevalence above 1% and becomes the
referred strategy when the prevalence exceeds 8%.
Our analysis is directed toward patients with IBS-D.
owever, it is difficult to determine whether the prev-

lence of CS varies by subtype in the absence of data
omparing the prevalence in IBS-D vs. IBS-C. Nonethe-
ess, it seems reasonable to believe that CS is more
revalent in patients with IBS-D than IBS-C. Clinicians
ay want to downplay the relative importance of testing

or CS (albeit in the absence of data) in patients with
BS-C. Future research should aim to measure the prev-

igure 4. Cost-effectiveness of testing for celiac sprue (CS) in varying
opulations. Under base-case conditions (3.4% prevalence of under-
ying CS), the testing for CS costs an additional $11,000 per addi-
ional symptomatic improvement compared with empiric IBS therapy.
owever, the incremental cost falls rapidly as the baseline prevalence
f underlying CS increases and reaches $0.00 when the prevalence is
%. In contrast, the incremental cost approaches $100,000 when the
revalence of underlying CS falls below 1.0%.
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lence of CS stratified by IBS subgroup. Once these data
re available, a formal analysis should compare the cost-
ffectiveness of testing for CS by IBS subtype.

Testing for CS is likely to be cost-effective because it
ulfills the 5 basic criteria for a successful screening
trategy.30,31 First, the mean prevalence of CS in IBS is
.4% in published series, indicating that CS is not
ncommon in IBS.11,12,14–17 Second, emerging data in-
icate that CS rarely presents with advanced clinical
ymptoms and more often presents with insidious and
onspecific symptoms that render early detection diffi-
ult without diagnostic testing.9 Third, diagnosing CS
arly in its clinical course may prevent years of expense
nd morbidity while minimizing potentially mortal
omplications (i.e., lymphoma). Fourth, there is a readily
vailable, generally affordable, and highly successful
reatment option for CS. Fifth, current diagnostic tests
or CS are inexpensive, widely available, and highly
ensitive and specific. Despite adopting unfavorable es-
imates for the sensitivity (85%) and specificity (94%) of
S diagnostic tests, our analysis indicates that CS testing

s likely to be cost-effective. Moreover, our analysis re-
eals that CS testing becomes the dominant strategy
hen the specificity exceeds 98%—a value that falls well
ithin the documented range for anti-EMA and anti-
TG IgA antibody tests.10 Taken together, these features
f CS suggest that it is worthwhile to test for CS in IBS
espite the fact that most IBS patients have no detectable
rganic disease to account for their symptoms. The in-
reased cost incurred by diagnostic CS tests and endo-
copic confirmation is almost entirely offset by the years
f expense avoided by unnecessarily treating misdiag-
osed IBS.
There has been a trend in recent years to find organic

xplanations for IBS, including small intestinal bacterial
vergrowth,32,33 undiagnosed thyroid disorders,34 and
nderlying colitis,35,36 among others. This “organifica-
ion” runs contrary to accumulating data that IBS is a
iscrete condition arising from defined physiologic, psy-
hologic, and social abnormalities.7 In light of this evolv-
ng insight into the pathophysiologic basis of IBS, it is
ot surprising that most attempts to uncover an organic
tiology are met with failure.8 Nonetheless, these facts do
ot preclude conducting a balanced, rational, and cost-
ffective set of selected diagnostic tests early in the
anagement of IBS. Whereas data do not consistently

upport routine testing for most organic disorders in
BS,8 testing for CS may be an exception. Acknowledg-
ng that patients with CS may fulfill the Rome criteria
oes not undermine the evolving disease paradigm of IBS
ut rather acknowledges that the positive predictive
alue of the Rome criteria is not 100% and that clinical
ecision making is a fallible process.
There are several limitations to this analysis. As with

ny decision analysis, the results depend on the validity
f the base-case estimates. Because our base-case point
stimates are unlikely to reflect all populations, our
esults are unlikely to be precisely reproduced in all
opulations. Moreover, several of our estimates are based
n studies of varying design, patient population, follow-
p, and quality. However, we have attempted to guard
gainst inaccurate base-case results by systematically re-
iewing the literature and relying on preexisting system-
tic reviews when available. When there was a range of
ata, we selected conservative estimates that tended to
ias the model in favor of empiric IBS therapy and
herefore systematically biased the model against testing
or CS. In addition, we performed a probabilistic sensi-
ivity analysis to acknowledge that each estimate is likely
o vary widely in clinical practice. Despite this conser-
ative approach, our model indicates that the up-front
osts associated with CS testing are almost entirely offset
y the improved effectiveness afforded by identifying the
mall subset of undiagnosed CS in IBS.

Although we based our probability estimates on the
vailable published data, there is reason to argue that our
revalence estimate of CS in IBS-D (3.4%) may be
verstated. In particular, we assumed that patients en-
ered the model only after receiving an extensive diag-
ostic evaluation including biochemical testing for com-
on organic conditions and a structural evaluation of the

olon. This diagnostic battery may screen out many
atients with CS without requiring a serologic test for CS
on the basis of finding anemia, hypoalbuminemia, or
alabsorption). The remaining cohort might therefore

e less likely to have underlying CS than a cohort with-
ut diagnostic testing. However, our base-case estimate
f 3.4% is based largely on studies that performed ex-
ensive screening for organic conditions (Table 2). Of
ote, the 2 studies with the most extensive screening
riteria (including structural colon evaluations) produced
he highest estimates for CS prevalence (Sanders et al.,12

.7%; Shahbazkhani et al.,17 11.4%). In contrast, the
tudies that failed to report specific biochemical screen-
ng tests produced lower estimates for CS prevalence
Sanders et al.,16 3.3%; Holt et al.,15 0.7%). Therefore,
ur assumption of a 3.4% prevalence following a diag-
ostic battery appears consistent with the published
ata. If we relied solely on the studies that performed the
ost extensive diagnostic evaluations, our estimate
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ould be significantly higher than 3.4%. Nonetheless,
uture research should aim to define better the prevalence
f CS in a cross-sectional sample of IBS patients stratified
y subtype following a diagnostic battery.
Our analysis may also have overstated the cost-effec-

iveness of testing for CS on the basis of faulty assump-
ions regarding the test characteristics of serologic assays
or CS. Although accumulated data indicate that the
ensitivity and specificity of serologic tests for CS are in
he 95%–100% range, data by Sanders et al.16 found the
nti-EMA test to be only 79% sensitive and 44% specific
or the diagnosis of CS in patients with IBS symptoms
when compared with the gold standard of histology).
xplanations for this potential anomaly include varia-
ions in the study laboratory, variations in the histologic
riteria for diagnosing CS, or a potentially inadequate
iopsy protocol (only 4 biopsy specimens were obtained),
mong others. However, another real possibility is that
he anti-EMA is neither sufficiently sensitive nor specific
n the subset of CS patients presenting with IBS symp-
oms. If this were true, it would negatively impact the
ost-effectiveness of screening for CS in IBS. When the
pecificity of the screening test for CS falls to 44% in our
nalysis (the rate achieved by Sanders et al.16), the incre-
ental cost of testing for CS exceeds $100,000 vs. usual

are. In light of this possibility, future research should
im to characterize better the performance of screening
ests for CS in the subset of patients presenting with IBS
ymptoms. In the meantime, there are inadequate data to
ssume that anti-EMA (or anti-TTG) behaves differently
n this subset of CS patients.

Our analysis does not consider all possible clinical
utcomes, including personal discomfort as a result of an
nvasive procedure or a complication of therapy. Health-
elated quality of life (HRQOL) is an important consid-
ration in all areas of medicine because it may affect costs
n a manner that is not accounted for by simple economic
odeling. Testing for CS may decrease HRQOL com-

ared with empiric therapy because patients diagnosed
ith CS are subjected to endoscopic examinations and
urdensome dietary regulations. In contrast, empiric IBS
herapy may decrease HRQOL compared with CS testing
ecause patients with undiagnosed CS are subjected to
reventable morbid symptoms and long-term complica-
ions (i.e., lymphoma, iron-deficiency anemia, nutri-
ional deficiencies).10 However, there has been no at-
empt to elicit and validate utilities for health states in
S or IBS. Therefore, in the absence of validated utility
easures derived from patients with these conditions, we

elieve that it is not possible to perform a reliable or
eaningful cost-utility analysis. Future research should
im to define utilities in IBS and thereby allow the
alculation of quality-adjusted life years for cost-utility
nalyses.

We assumed the perspective of a third-party payer and
sed Medicare reimbursement costs. This approach is
imited because it does not account for indirect or soci-
tal costs including transportation costs for physician
isits, opportunity costs from missed work, or out-of-
ocket expenses for maintaining a gluten-free diet. Al-
hough indirect costs may impact the cost-effectiveness
f strategies in IBS and CS, there are limited data re-
arding these costs among cohorts. In light of this
hortcoming, we could not use a societal perspective
ithout relying on conjectural cost estimates. Moreover,
ecause data indicate that IBS patients consume a dis-
roportionate amount of health care resources compared
ith matched controls,37 there is reason to expect that

heir indirect costs are higher as well. If we included
hese indirect costs, it would likely bias the model in
avor of the CS testing strategy by further penalizing
atients with ongoing IBS symptoms (which are more
ommon in the empiric IBS treatment strategy). The
ndirect costs associated with undiagnosed CS are likely
o exceed the out-of-pocket expenses incurred for a
luten-free diet.
Our results reveal that the cost and effectiveness of CS

esting are almost equivalent to those of empiric IBS
herapy (Table 4). Therefore, our interpretation that CS
esting is “cost-effective” may be criticized because the
ata might instead be interpreted to indicate that the
ecision between strategies is akin to a coin flip. How-
ver, we believe that our interpretation is accurate for the
ollowing 3 reasons: (1) Decision analysis is concerned
ith the relative differences between strategies rather

han the absolute values that are generated.13,25,38 There-
ore, the incremental cost-effectiveness (� costs/� effec-
iveness) between strategies is the primary measure of
cost-effectiveness,” and the incremental cost of CS test-
ng in this analysis is highly favorable. (2) Because we
xplicitly biased our analysis in favor of empiric IBS
herapy, the model mandates that CS testing is only
arginally more effective than not testing (51.6% vs.

0.9% effective, respectively). If we removed this bias,
S testing would become much more effective than our

esults indicate. (3) In clinical situations in which deci-
ion making is akin to a coin flip, the more effective of
ompeting strategies is generally selected.25,28,38 There-
ore, despite the nearly equivalent cost and effectiveness
etween the competing strategies, our results indicate
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hat CS testing is likely to be a highly cost-effective
pproach in most patients with IBS.

In conclusion, this analysis reveals that testing for CS
s likely to be cost-effective in IBS-D cohorts with a
revalence of CS exceeding 1%. Because recent data
ndicate that CS is more prevalent in the United States
han previously assumed11 and is 7 times more common
n patients with IBS than matched controls,12 testing for
S may be worthwhile not only in Northern European
opulations with IBS-D but also in North American
opulations with IBS-D. The decision to test should be
ased on a careful consideration of the pretest likelihood
or underlying CS, the operating characteristics of the
creening test, and the cost of proposed therapy for IBS
Table 5). In light of this analysis, using the best data
vailable at this time, we suggest that further research
nclude a prospective trial comparing the accrued cost
nd effectiveness of these competing management strat-
gies stratified by IBS subgroup. Additional comparators
ay also include the use of an empiric gluten-free diet

nd “test and treat” for CS without endoscopic confir-
ation.
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